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...My notion of democracy is that under it the
weakest shall have the same opportunities as the
strongest...It has to be worked from below, by the
people of every village...What is really needed to
make democracy function is not the knowledge of
facts, but the right education...
- Mahatma Gandhi
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What is CR ?
COMMUNITY RADIO
Community radios are the third tier of
radio broadcasting and play a pivotal
role in influencing behaviour and
changing mindsets. They represent
the needs of under-represented
population, making them critical
partners in strengthening democracy
and educate communities to ensure
accountability, transparency and
equality in accessing information.
Community radios have extensive
experience in creating an environment
in favour of the most marginalised
sections of society, giving them a
platform to articulate their concerns
and adopt a rights-based approach
in ensuring their participation and
inclusion in the development process.
Over the years community radios
have become a strong and powerful
platform for positive change in
local communities. By ensuring that
the voice of the most vulnerable
matters, community radios have
played a stellar role in hosting
engaging conversations on issues of
local importance, non-discrimination
and equality and ensuring
accountability in decision making,
development and governance.

CRS Map of India

Licensed by the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Government of India, today there are
around 258 community radio stations operating across the country, and are managed by educational
institutions, non-governmental organisations or Krishi Vigyan Kendras (KVKs).
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What is ECI ?
THE ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA
The Election Commission of India (ECI) is an autonomous constitutional authority responsible
for administering the election processes in India, with the responsibility of ensuring the smooth
and successful functioning of democracy. Established on January 25, 1950, the ECI administers
elections, as per the rules and regulations of the Constitution of India, to the Lok Sabha, Rajya
Sabha, State Legislative Assembly’s in India as well as the President and Vice President of
the country. The ECI operates under the authority of the Constitution as per article 324, and
subsequently enacted Representative of the People Act.
The existence and independence of the Election Commission of India are necessitated by history,
which has shown that democratic elections are not free from sabotage. Towards this end, it has
been empowered to oversee political parties and candidates and take appropriate action in case of
violations. Its assigned role also includes the challenge of implementing norms and the Model Code
of Conduct to ensure free and fair elections in the country.
Supported by a strong secretariat, the Commission has over 300 officials, and is located in New
Delhi. The Deputy Election Commissioners and Director Generals are the senior-most officers in
the secretariat. The President of India appoints the Chief Election Commissioner, who serves for
six years and must retire at the age of 65. The Commissioner is generally a member of the Civil
Services, and can be removed from his office through the process of impeachment, which needs to
be carried out in the Parliament. The President of India can remove the other officers on the Chief
Commissioner’s recommendation.

The main functions of the Election Commission are:

1. The Election
Commission of India is
considered the custodian
of free and fair elections

4. It publishes the allowed
limits of campaign expenditure
per candidate to all the
political parties, and also
monitors the same

2. It issues the Model Code of
Conduct in every election for
political parties and candidates
so that the dignity of democracy
is maintained

5. The political parties must
submit their annual reports to
the ECI for getting tax benefit
on contributions

3. It regulates political parties
and registers them for being
eligible to contest elections

6. It ensures that all the political
parties regularly submit their
audited financial reports
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What is SVEEP ?
SYSTEMATIC VOTERS’ EDUCATION AND ELECTORAL PARTICIPATION
Systematic Voters’ Education and Electoral Participation program, better known as SVEEP, is the
flagship program of the Election Commission of India for voter education, spreading voter awareness
and promoting voter literacy in India. Since 2009, it has been working towards educating and sensitising
India’s electors and equipping them with basic knowledge related to the electoral process.
SVEEP’s primary goal is to build a truly participative democracy in India by encouraging all eligible
citizens to vote and make an informed decision during the elections. The programme is based on multiple
general as well as targeted interventions which are designed according to the socio-economic, cultural
and demographic profile of the state as well as the history of electoral participation in previous rounds of
elections and learning thereof.
To achieve the aim of building a stronger democracy, SVEEP partners with civil society organisations,
media and corporate houses, government and other agencies to ensure the participation of individuals. It
hosts capacity building workshops for targeted interventions and supports outreach activities with the
purpose of voter facilitation. It has developed various platforms to address queries, invite suggestions and
facilitate the democratic process of elections.

The key objectives of SVEEP are:

1. To ensure increase in
electoral participation

2. Increase in voter
registration and
voter turnout

4. Create awareness on
Electronic Voting Machine
(EVM) and Voter Verifiable
Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT)
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3. Make voters understand
the need for ethical and
informed voting

5. Engage in a continuous
electoral and democracy
education process

SEEKING MODERN APPLICATIONS FOR REAL TANSFORMATION (SMART)
Seeking Modern Applications for Real Transformation (SMART) has been working with vulnerable
communities, with a focus on women, since 1997 and is committed to creating awareness and
empowering communities to speak up and stand up for their rights and entitlements. It uses new and
traditional communication technologies for acquiring knowledge in order to create a more just social and
economic order with a mission to eradicate poverty through gender equality, improved family health,
protection of the environment and promotion of democratic participation of minorities. SMART sees
itself as a promoter of not only women’s rights but of vulnerable groups and an enabler for them to reach
their potential. It runs a community radio that works towards enhancing the capacities of its listeners
by providing them information on their rights, responsibilities, government schemes and development
programmes that can help increase access to health, education, financial support and governance.
SMART has actively worked with several government organisations- both at the centre and the state
in capacity building of over 175 community radios. It has assisted and mentored stations in programme
development and project implementation. To mention a few of the programmes: POSHAN Abhiyaan
Campaign of the Ministry of Women and Child Development (100 stations), capacity building and
delivery partner for Community Radio Awareness programmes for Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting; (500 organisations) capacity building and implementation programme for Department of
Science and Technology, operationalising the first community radio based consumer helpline for Ministry
of Consumer Affairs; capacity building and content development for Rural Livelihoods Mission; catalysed
Ministry of Panchayati Raj to use community radio for grassroots engagement; capacity building,
mentoring and collaborative content development on Gender Based Violence for Department of Women
and Child Development, Uttar Pradesh.
Smart partnered the ECI to create voter awareness among the hard to reach and vulnerable populations.
Using community radio as a potent tool the effort was to reiterate the importance of transparent, free and
fair elections. With the theme of every vote counts and every voter can make a difference, the training
was designed in a manner to familiarise the participants with each and every aspect of voting, role and
responsibilities of voters and the need to celebrate the biggest festival of democracy, with 900 million
people who could contribute in choosing their government.
The Election Commission of India supports a Voter Awareness and Electoral Participation Project for 150
Community Radio Stations across India.
The workshops were organised as follows:
February 16, 2019: 30 CR Stations, List attached at Annexure 1
March 25-26, 2019: 69 CR Stations, List attached at Annexure 2
March 28-29, 2019: 46 CR Stations, List attached at Annexure 3
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Engaging CR How?
Steps of the Process

Community radio stations are in a unique position of developing a good understanding of their audience,
engaging with their listeners and communicating in a language that is best received by the communities
they serve. Over the years SVEEP has forged partnerships with different departments and ministries of
the Government of India, media houses, corporates, and civil society organisations to raise awareness
on need for voter participation. Their campaigns have been visible on metro rails, Indian railways,
public and private buses, hoardings at airports, scrolls on screens of malls, hospitals, airports and other
premium places. In recent years there have been tie ups with social media organisations and private
radio broadcasters. However, one sector which had never been included in the last 15 years was that of
Community Radio.
In a first of its kind initiative, SMART collaborated with SVEEP and ECI to engage with 150 community
radio stations, spread over three workshops, to create awareness by broadcasting programmes on voter
awareness and electoral education, and reach a population of around 2 crore.
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Election Commission of India was aware of the potential of community radio and acknowledged the
role local stations could play in motivating the youth, women and vulnerable communities to come out
and vote. SMART had a series of meetings with ECI and shared the work done by stations during the
POSHAN Maah, a flagship programme of the Ministry of Women and Child Department. Discussions
were held to strategize on the process and procedure to be followed, the existing rates of production
were agreed upon as a norm, the precedents of Department of Science and Technology, Vikaspedia,
UNICEF and other ministries and departments that had engaged community radios for dissemination of
information and mobilising communities, were shared.
The first workshop was hosted as a pilot on February 16, 2019. As over 30 stations were already in Delhi
for The Radio Festival, followed by a two day workshop on Communicating Sustainable Development
Goals through Community Radio being organised by SMART, it was easy to roll out the programme. Out of
the 45 stations that participated in the SDG workshop, 30 community radio stations agreed to postpone
their departure and partook in the first voter awareness workshop.
The interaction of the station representatives with the ECI officials and trainers was mutually beneficial
and enriching. Many issues, which were experienced during elections at the ground level were
highlighted and information on registration forms, online facilities, helpline numbers, officers responsible
for elections at the local level, advantages of EVM and VVPAT machines, facilities for voters at the
polling booths, issues of ethics and processes set up for ensuring free and fair elections were shared
with the participants. The feedback given by the ECI officials was positive and EC decided to extend
this training to all the CR stations. The second workshop was held at the IIIDEM campus in Dwarka
wherein 69 CR stations participated on 25-26 March, 2019. The third workshop was also organized also
at IIIDEM campus in Dwarka, New Delhi with 46 CRS participating in the two day workshop on 28-29
March 2019. All the remaining stations were approached.
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150 Stations consented
146 Attended
139 Stations Produced 5 Programs each
Total 695 Episodes produced
States covered 23

40 Languages and Dialects
Masters 15 English 15 Hindi
Population Covered
Outreach Activities

30 Million
350

Portal: voices.smartngo.org
Audios uploaded on
https://soundcloud.com/radiofestivalofdemocracy
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Mobilising Stations
SMART put a team together to connect with each and every operating CR station. Coordinators were
appointed for each zone to call the stations and inform them about the workshop on voter awareness
and the importance of participating in it. Despite there being many lists available, SMART realised that
the phone numbers and names of many stations were either incorrect or missing. New stations that
had come up in the last few months were not listed anywhere. With much effort, the entire list of 258
stations was compiled and a systematic approach was adopted. The team could finally reach out to all
the 230 stations (30 stations had participated in the Delhi workshop and 25 in a Hyderabad workshop
also supported by ECI).
To SMART’s surprise there were many challenges in just mobilising stations to participate. At least 25
of those registered as operating CR stations were either not in operation or had only one person (max
2) manning the station. The staff of some KVK run stations were on election duty. Many of the college
run stations were either busy with examinations or were short-staffed on account of election duty. In a
record 10 days confirmations were received from 122 stations. The participants were divided into the
two workshops on the basis of their comfort with Hindi or English language. The Hindi speaking stations
were part of the 2nd workshop (March 25-26) and the non-Hindi speaking (majority) stations were
invited for the 3rd workshop (March 28-29). Finally, the capacity building and training workshops were
attended by 115 stations.
However, at the delivery stage, there were dropouts in each of the three groups. At the end of the
project, only 139 stations delivered on their commitment of producing 5 programmes each interspersed
with already available jingles and promos. Almost 50% of the stations produced new songs and promos
in their local dialects and broadcast both- those produced by ECI as well as those developed by their
stations.
At least 60% of the stations conducted outreach activities, 80% reached out to the election officers
-booth level officers, district collectors, AERO’s and EROs and recorded their bytes, which were included
in the programmes. The community radio stations worked in a campaign mode and repeated the creative
content provided by ECI several times in a day. Every station tried to outdo the other by an aggressive
mobilisation strategy. They made very interesting posters, hosted rallies, reached out to college students,
organised street plays, organised meetings with women’s groups and conducted quiz competitions. It
was heartening to see the creativity, diversity of languages and formats that the practitioners used to
create innovative content for enhancing voter awareness.
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Objectives of the Workshops
Pitched on the ECI’s campaign motto – Desh ka Mahatyohaar, the awareness programme encompassed
the following objectives:

To reach out to
unreached areas /
populations and
promote electoral
participation of all
eligible voters

Disseminate content
developed by ECI on
voter awareness and
sensitise people about
their electoral rights and
responsibilities

Enhance women’s
participation in the
elections, importance of
voting, demystifying the
EVM, VVPAT

To inform citizens about
the details of the electoral
process the online/offline
tools, voter registration
forms, electoral roll, etc

Disseminate information
for First Time Voters by
addressing issues that may
prevent their participation

Provide information on
voting booths and related
information, provisions for
disabled and elderly, and
apps developed by EC

Mobilise communities to
participate in the festival
of democracy and adopt
ethical practices

In the 3 workshops facilitated by SVEEP and ECI experts, organized by SMART, the CRS had an opportunity
to understand all the above and to learn about the do’s and don’ts of communicating with the audience. The
participants also had an opportunity to access additional resources (including audio/video files and tools) for
creating their own content. FAQs and the Do’s and Don’ts material served as the research material for correct
and creative content.
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Content of the Workshops
Role of Election Commission, registration of voters, types of voters, Electors Photo Identity Card
(EPIC), why each vote counts, preparation of ballot sheets, understanding EVM and VVPAT,
structures of polling booths, provisions for people with disabilities, special measures for women
voters, importance of being vigilant, mobile apps for free and fair elections, voter facilitation
measures, online and offline facilities, hierarchy of electoral officers FAQs, safeguarding democracy
through voting. The training programme included:

1. Understanding of issues on
the ground:
The participants shared the
problems that they face in
their constituencies. These
ranged from commuting
issues in the hills, fear
among minorities and tribal
populations, facilities at
polling booths, disinterest
among the youth, absence of
name in voter list

2. History of ECI
When was ECI established,
when were the first elections
held, how did the paper ballot
evolve, when and why did
EVMs replace the ballot etc

3. EVM and VVPAT
The advantage of machineled voting compared to
the earlier methods of
ballot paper; exposure
to functioning of these
machines, records and
maintenance, counting and
tallying of votes etc

4. EPIC
Detailed description of
Electors Photo Identity
Card, its application and
issuance procedure, where
and how to issue, who can
apply, age limit, resolving
errors, checking accuracy
of information, purpose
and utility

5. Sharing of knowledge
about online and offline
facilities:
The forms that are available
for registration of new voters,
service voters, overseas
voters, removal of names,
registration of candidates,
mobile apps, toll free helpline
and other facilities

6. Ethical Voting
The need for building good
practices in voters, why they
should not be swayed by
gifts, money or promises,
how to be an informed voter

7. Electoral Roll
What is an electoral roll, how
does it verify a voter, need to
ensure the name of voter in
the electoral roll and more

8. Ballot sheets
How are the lists of parties/
candidates prepared, how are
the names listed etc

9. Polling booth
Facilities at the polling
booths, distance and
conveniences, timings,
officers at polling booths,
their roles and responsibilities

10. FAQs
+ Do’s and Don’ts for
programme producers
+ List of experts who may be
invited for live programmes
15
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Snapshots

16
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Experts

Umesh Kr Sinha, Sr Deputy Election Commissioner

Chandra Bhushan Kumar, DEC, ECI

Vivek Khare, Director, ECI

A Mona Sreenivas, Director, ECI

SB Joshi, Secretary, ECI
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AK Pathak, Secretary, ECI

Esther Kar

Sujeet Kr Mishra, Under Secretary

Mannu Yadav, Section Officer

Tapas Kumar

Apoorv Tiwary, Consultant

Aarti Aggarwal, Consultant
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Ground Realities
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Formats used for Programming
Almost all formats of production were experimented, with at least two stations broadcasting in 4-5 local
dialects and developing content keeping in mind the diversity of languages in their geographies.

Magazine

Documentary

Drama

Storytelling

Interview

Vox Pop

Jingles

Quiz

Mentoring of Stations
Keeping in mind the diversity of language of the stations, their capacities and resources, a team of
mentors was formed to provide continuous support and guidance to each of the participating stations.
The task of the mentors was to help in the programme design, support and supply content, whet the
scripts to ensure that the programme maintained the integrity of the ECI’s mandate and SVEEP’s inputs
to create massive voter awareness.
In all, over 700 episodes were produced as a result of engaging with the CR in over 40 languages and
dialects in the country. All content was broadcast after the scripts were whetted, corrections were made
and approved. An online archive of this historic engagement with ECI has been made to enable access to
newer audiences as part of a continuous process. SMART also prepared standard scripts and produced
model content in consultation with the stations as a reference resource pool.
Mentoring of stations has been an extremely tedious and time-consuming process. While some stations
were able to develop good content and needed just a bit of guidance, there were others who had to be
handheld throughout the process and yet were unable to deliver desired quality. A couple of stations just
could not absorb the changes suggested and some even refused to make changes on account of paucity
of staff and resources. However, majority of the stations delivered good and valuable content. They
worked very hard and developed innovative and engaging programmes which created a huge impact on
their listeners.
22
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Examples of Mentoring
Dear ___________
Scripts share karne ke liye dhanyavad. Jaisa ki humne phone par bhi bataya tha, abhi bahut kaam karna hoga.
Script 2 will have to be redone as all information is wrong. Information on what is EVM/ what is VVPAT, kya documents lekar
jaayein, ECI app ke baare mein, bilkul galat hai. EVM ke baare mein- aapka RJ kah raha hai ki EVM se aapko election result pata
chal sakte hain?????
Puri ki puri jaankari WRONG HAI. Kripya apne RJs ke saath time spend karien. Notes share karein, FAQs share karein aur do’s and
don’ts share karein, content ki kami hai- sahi content ki bahut kami hai.
16 themes me se koi bhi theme cover nahi ho rahi hai. youth ko vote kyo karna chahiye ye nahi aa raha. Themes ko dekhe aur
website par jakar padein aur content rich program banayein. Community radio ke purpose ko bhi samjhein, Kisi youth ki bytes lete
to achcha hota. Vox pop kar sakte the. Youth ka excitement anchor ke bolne se zaahir nahi hota vox pop se life aa jayegi.
Please dobara record karein, aur script share karein
Best
Archana

Dear
Yeh script achchi hai, effort bhi hai. Lekin kuch jaankari galat hai.
1. Aap ke paas 24 ghante nahi hote hain. kewal 11 ghante hote hain vote ke liye.
Jab woh USA ki baat kar rahi hai- to aap overseas voter ki jaankari de sakte hain- jaise ki aap ko passport aur visa chahiye,
aapko apni consitutency mein jaakar vote karna hoga, jahan overseas voter ke passport me address hai, overseas voter form 6A
bharenge.
2. Pahli baar EVM ka istemall 1982 mein Kerala mein hua tha aur VVPAT ka istemaal 2013 mein Nagaland mein hua tha.
3. Aap agar kisi aur desh ke naagrik ban chuke hain to aap vote nahi kar sakte- aap koi form nahin bharenge.
4. Booth level officer ke details nvsp.in se mil sakti hain.
5. Kripya 1950 and nvsp.in ko baar baar bol sakte hain.
6. Promos beech beech mein chalaayein. Usse break bhi hoga, , aur respite bhi milega.
Best
Archana

Dear Radio _________
Aapko kai baar bola hai ki is prakar ke program nahi chal sakte. isme aap vikas/ suraksha aadi ki baat nahi kar sakte. Yeh ek
particluar party ke mudde hain. Hamara neta kaise ho, is par charcha karne ki zaroorat nahi, kyonki jitne bhi answer aaye haih- yeh
ak particluar party ki ore sanket kar rahe hain. isko dobara banayeein. With jaankari on kya kya lekar jaayein, wagera. Please ab
apne paancho program bhejein- completed
Best
Archana
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Dear _____________________
Thanks for producing good quality recordings and programmes, below are my comments:
General:
All the episodes can say the following credits:
“This is the first/second/third/fourth/final episode of the 5 part series on voter awareness brought to you by Radio DC with
support from Election Commission of India and Smart, New Delhi.”
These can be patched in the beginning and end of the programmes.
Episode 1:
VVPAT - Voter Verifiable (please correct this word) Paper Audit Trail (correction)
EPISODE 2
The episode on Tea Shop is very small. You may add an anchor’s note on first checking your name in the electoral roll. Give 1950,
Votershelpline app downloadable in android/apple playstore, www.nvsp.in. You can also add a couple of promos in between
(which you can take from the Pen Drive (or what was shared by Archana in the group). Each programme has to be of 15 minutes
length or more.
Ensure the credits are also patched in the beginning and end of the programme. You can add the skit (3+ minutes also in this
episode)
Regards
Jayalakshmi

Dear Radio _________
Aapko kai baar bola hai ki is prakar ke program nahi chal sakte. isme aap vikas/ suraksha aadi ki baat nahi kar sakte. Yeh ek
particluar party ke mudde hain. Hamara neta kaise ho, is par charcha karne ki zaroorat nahi, kyonki jitne bhi answer aaye haihyeh ak particluar party ki ore sanket kar rahe hain. isko dobara banayeein. With jaankari on kya kya lekar jaayein, wagera. Please
ab apne paancho program bhejein- completed
Best
Archana

Dear ______________
Excellent work in the Episode 4.
- Today is 6th (this needs to be edited to the day of broadcast in two places, second one in the 11th minute or so).
- Text - who will you vote for, cannot be asked, that must be deleted.
- Ethical voting is an important aspect. Kari soru podaranga... at that point...Talk about CVIGIL app. and how citizens can
complaint, and action will be taken within 100 minutes. (this is an editing request). You can take video also of any unethical
activities or photos using the app. it will take the geo coordinates to tell the Election Commission’s flying squad about the
complaint and will respond immediately.
Correct and broadcast. Ensure that you don’t say its 6th....
Regards
Jayalakshmi
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Dear ___________________
Episodes are well made and very informative, BUT HERE ARE SOME CORRECTIONS.
1. Episode 1
Form 6 is available online also. Yeh form can be filled up online. There are three ways..
1. Online by filling up form 6 online and submitting online with required documents -one photo, age proof and residence proof
2. You can download the form and take a print, fill it up and submit it with required documents to the Booth Level Officer, or
ERO
3. You can collect the form from the BLO or ERO or AERO and again fill it up with the requisite docs.
How do you find information:
Professor saab has said no to online- IT IS WRONG
1. You can find out all voter related information and your registration by just calling 1950 a toll free helpline.
2. You can visit nvsp.in and check out your status by either your name or through your EPIC number Elector Photo Identity Card.
3. Jo armed forces ya para military forces hain unke liye alag system hota hai. Unke pass one way electronically ballot jata hai aur
by post return hota hai.. (please watch the service voters film)
Baaki its a nice chatty episode.
Best- Komal

Dear ________
Pehla polling officer ID card dekhta hai. list me us vyakti ke naam kea age tick karta hai. Aur fir ek parchi deta hai. 2nd polling
officer us vyakti ka naam aur EPIC number us register me mention karta hai aur baaye haath ki pheli ungli par ink lagata hai> iske
baad tisra polling officer hath par lagi syahi check karta hai aur controle unit taiyar karta hai. Ap is information ko thik kar de baki
correct hai episode.
The 5th episode is fine you can broadcast.
Regards,
Komal

Dear _________________
As indicated in the first episode, please ensure that in the beginning CREDIT TO ECI and SMART New Delhi is added and also in
the end of the episode. You can say that this is the second of the five episodes on Voter Awareness.
In this episode,
1. The anchor can state that it is important for new voters to check their name in the Electoral roll, by checking online in www.
nvsp.in, or through the voter helpline app, or by calling 1950. They can also message to 1950 “EPIC (space) EPIC number (which
is on top of the photo in the voter id card).
2. Also, make sure to tell in between that a few days before the Booth Level Officer wilal distribute a voting slip indicating the
booth and the sequence number in the electoral roll.
3. Please tell about the need to carry your Voter ID card, and no telephones or cameras are allowed. If voter id card is misplaced,
you can also carry any of the 12 photo id cards, like PAN, Driving License, Pension Card with Photo, etc.”. (please check this list
and state all the cards that are permitted). All Polling stations are in 2 kilometres distance from the homes.
Remind everyone in between that Voting date is April 18 in Tamil Nadu.
Regards,
Esther
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Dear ____________________
Thank you for sharing the audio of the first episode. I think last evening we had received the same on what’s app and this morning
I have sent the comments on whats app. However for the sake of clarity and record I am repeating my inputs. A lot of effort
has gone into getting interviews done with poll officials and the shrotaaon. However it appears a little disjointed with multiple
messages for different types of voters in one episode.
It would be better if the messages are broken up into different episodes : one devoted to voters and how they should check their
names, the different kind of IDs that EC has prescribed, the helpline number and the website information, why it is important to
vote etc.
The second episode can be on divyang and women, labourer who have come to work from neighbouring states ,. During the
workshop you heard EC officials said that even the homeless will be allowed to vote if they can establish their identity and their
names are registered in the voter’s list then there can be an interview which you have already done for Divyang and young
voters , women etc. This can be edited and patched to this episode.
Similarly in the audio which has been shared there is an interview on how Nupada is a Naxal affected area and polling officials
have made special arrangements for safety. This can be developed into a third episode with a little bit of Q and A.
Although I appreciate the hard work there is a lot of repetition in the vox pop question and answers. The anchor is asking the
same question to each person interviewed, It looks like one voice has been recorded and repeated the same question in the same
words and language is asked to different listeners. All the vox pop ( I think there are 5 of theme with breaks of interviews with
election officials) can be put together and the answers captured rather than so many repetitions. Regarding EVM and VVPAT also
it is better to have an EC official explain how it functions and the radio captures on radio.
Look forward to revised five audio programmes including some of the suggestions above.
All the best
Esther

Dear ______________
Thank you for sending the files. I tried to hear the first, it has not incorporated any of the previous feedback. As you know, there
are two aspects of a programme I am expected to look into:
1. content, ensuring correctness of information as per ECI mandate
2. Presentation of content, as proposed by SMART/ECI
In the early recordings also, the issues were of following programming protocols than specific content. I will therefore request
you to send me one complete programme, with
: Opening acknowledgements
: CRS generated content
; ECI/CRS promos
As discussed at the workshop, please ensure that the prog. is of around 20 mts duration and CRS original content of 10-15 mts.
Perhaps you could edit one of the programme based on earlier feedback? I am mentoring over 30 CRS and it is difficult for me to
keep hearing content from each CRS multiple times- raw, finished, revised etc.
Please send me one complete prog first. The others will be faster.
OR If you want to send raw content, please only send your CRS original drama, interview talk, vox -pop etc. without any promos
of ECI, CRS etc, so I can focus on content in my comments.
What you are now sending me is a mish mash- and I am having to make the same comments again and again which is getting us
nowhere. Rest after I hear one programme, complete in all respects, as it will go on air.
Thank you for your understanding.
Best,
Rukmini
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Dear ____________
Thank you for sending three programmes. I have gone through them. While the information content is ok, the use of spots is
excessive. I will request you to re-edit the programmes, to make them more listeners friendly.
Specific comments:
1. You have used 9 breaks - for spots in a 25 mts programme. The speaker is interrupted every now and then, with a spot, breaking
all continuity. One spot- “school ki chutti .has been used three times, within 5 min. This is very repetitive. Please use one spot only
once in a programme. If it’s a song, you may use it in the beginning and end.
In the second half, from around 14 min., you have used about 10-12 voices, who say they will vote. There is no indication of who
they are. I suggest, you add an anchor bit saying...” we talked to some of our listeners from our community, from a cross section of
people, young , old, different professions and they have all decided to vote. Listen to what they have to say...
2. Programme . You had sent me the script which I Okayed. Again, the drama is interrupted with many spots. at 5.20 ; 08.14,
09.16, 13.07. 17.40. This is not a good practice as it breaks continuity. And the drama is in Marathi and the spots are all in Hindi.
Please re-edit this .Let the drama run through. Instead of only promos, you can also add your own simple announcements in
Marathi- - by anchor like polling dates for your area, remind people to check their name in electoral rolls, keep their EPIC/Voter
Id Card ready, Id proofs that will be allowed in case they don’t have EPIC card , but their name is on the list etc.
3. You have a straight 11 mts talk by zila Adhikar and the rest are spots. the programme is less than 15 min. Please add some more
information to this programme.
All the best,
Rukmini

Dear _______________
Thank you for sharing the scripts. The drama formats are fine. I suggest you add a little more information content to them, as it
is getting repetitive. Some suggestions:
1. When the 12 Id proofs that can be used are mentioned, please list them. Otherwise the information is incomplete
2. Changes in election process are being discussed, so more information of like EVM, VVAPT, Mobile App, C-vigil etc should be
brought out here.
3. Again 12 types of valid Id proofs are mentioned. Wife already seems to know a lot about the online facilities. she wants to
change her address from father’s place to present. so in the beginning, you can consider modifying the dialogue, where instead
of asking the husband to do it, she can may be request him to go with her to get computer access or sit with her at home, if
they have a computer? Or Smart phone
4. Speaks of women’s rights etc. where one woman says, she does not want to go and stand in line with men, you can consider
using that opening to talk about special provisions- for diasbaled, senior citizens, women etc.
5. Seems most complete. The dramas end abruptly. I know this is a draft script and that you will put end announcements etc.
You can add some basic info in the end like: Polling dates can be announced and information on 1950 included. I think once you
put a little more specific information in each, you will have 5 good complete programmes.
All the best,
Rukmini
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Notes by Mentors

Archana Kapoor
Having initiated the process of involving CR stations in this massive festival of democracy that was
being celebrated by all in partnership with multiple stakeholders, and operating a radio station myself in
Mewat, Haryana, I was very well aware of the possibilities as well as the challenges. Community radio
stations are run on shoe-string budgets with a skeletal staff. Even those run by educational institutions
or Krishi Vigyan Kendras and agricultural institutions are not different. This was precisely the reason
for hosting these workshops and sensitising the station managers/staff to the entire election process
by sharing the history, the developments over the years, changing technology, voter friendly processes,
efforts towards inclusion of all, work done to emphasise the importance of each vote etc.
The challenge was to:
1. Mobilise all the stations to attend the workshop
2. Work out the logistics and procedures for mentoring and production
3. Organise their travel and get their boarding passes and invoices post the workshop
4. Put in place a script tracker and a technically sound solution to respond to stations in time
5. Build capacities of stations to produce programmes and share content that was flowing in from ECI
6. Be sensitive while responding as all stations are peers
7. Get the stations to send programmes, broadcast certificates, load programmes on the portal and send
invoices. They were given air fare as there was no way one could afford 2 to 3 days of travel when time
was short. Also there were many competing activities, as it was close to the end of the financial year.
Regarding content, some stations displayed fantastic skills and understanding, whereas others struggled
to write scripts of 15 minutes duration. A few stations were extremely insensitive to content and
the message that could have a negative impact. For eg: use of negative portrayal of politicians, using
emotional pitches, exploiting while talking about service voters, presuming violence and unethical
practices without proof, hinting at certain political parties etc. These were very sensitive issues that
needed to be handled with care. Every script was read and responded to: programmes were heard and
feedback was given within 24-48 hours. The morale of the stations had to be kept high in order to
encourage them to broadcast throughout the period of elections, which was long drawn in some states.
In some regions the elections were scheduled on April 11, therefore all support was extended to help
them meet the deadline.
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Esther Kar
The project with community radio stations was a great learning opportunity for many of the CR stations
as well as the community media experts. It provided information on the nitty-gritty of the vast exercise
involved in conducting Parliamentary Elections in our country. The Election Commission deputed senior
officials to demystify processes and answer many of the queries raised during the workshop by the over
140 community radio stations. While the first group of 30 stations who were trained in February were
able to develop messages and run an intensified campaign on voter enrolment and had time to repeat the
programmes on various forms available online for inclusion of names in voter list, change in address of
vote etc, the stations that were sensitized in the second and third workshops in March had little time to
publicise this part of the campaign.
My mentoring was confined to the stations that produced content in Assamese, Tamil, Oriya and those
who submitted their scripts in English. Each of these stations did at least five programmes using the
jingles and messages provided by the ECI. They also improvised and turned the same messages into
local folk song formats. The messages were in local dialect so that the common people could understand
about EVM and VVPAT in their local idiom. They were also very happy to share on WhatsApp that
in some areas of repeated messaging, the turnout was much higher than in the earlier polls. The
involvement of CRS by the ECI helped in spreading the message in the local idiom. The CR stations
also contributed in live demonstrations as they became a hub at the local level for information related
to routine issues of voters. The educational institute-based community radio stations in colleges and
schools also were active in enrolment of the first-time voters – students. The stations contributed in
making the 17th Lok Sabha elections truly inclusive, by also announcing the voter turnout on a regular
basis, as received from the electoral officers.
However, some of the challenges faced were to get stations to assimilate and create original and
impactful content in regional languages without any distortion. There were many discrepancies in the
information shared by ECI officials and that conveyed by block level officers and even EROs. To quote
an example: the fact that an EPIC card can be downloaded or not went through several distortions and
miscommunications. Paucity of time led to little gap between mentoring and deadlines for broadcast.
It also prevented possibility of co-production and collaboration between stations, which could surely
contribute to raising the quality of content. The stations could have been used as information booths, as
they are community-driven efforts and are good at targeted mobilisations.
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Jayalakshmi Chittoor
Having worked with Community Radio Stations in various capacity building exercises in the past, it
was an honour to be part of the team mentoring nearly 145 CRS in the SVEEP-ECI voter awareness
campaign facilitated by SMART, with whom all the chosen mentors have been actively engaged.
It was heartening to listen to programmes recorded for whetting in Tulu, Konkani, Are, Havyake,
Kannada, Tamil, Hindi, Malayalam, Assamese and the tribal dialects of Madhya Pradesh.
Having participated in preparations and in all the three capacity building workshops, the mentors
were able to establish a one-on-one relationship with many participants. Also, the learning of
community media experts from the ECI/SVEEP experts provided an extensive messaging matrix to
ensure that the CR partners were able to translate it into creative messaging.
The number of formats that CR stations used were excellent and demonstrated the capability of the
CR representatives to reach their community in a dialect and language that is close to their hearts.
Several CRS also created songs, jingles and drama, besides interviews of election officials starting
from a BLO to the DEOs. Several CRS also organized field level awareness activities, walks, or
meetings in schools, colleges, etc. to create the buzz. The advertisements and awareness messages
were interspersed.
Many regional CR stations helped their peers by sharing programmes and cross-sharing songs/
jingles created, especially in Tamil Nadu, Kerala and Karnataka, whose scripts were whetted. Some
stations which were serving many communities ensured that programmes were produced in
different dialects and languages, e.g, Madhya Pradesh, Karnataka, etc.
Although the time available was really short for this process, it is very satisfying that all the
mentoring team members did not hesitate to burn the mid-night oil to ensure that the CR stations
received written feedback, and they made the corrections, even in recorded programmes, so that
broadcast of each episode was whetted and corrected.
One of the challenges was reaching out to the stations on email. Either there were power outages,
or the internet was down. In such circumstances, we had to make additional efforts to reach out
to them. I feel proud to have been part of this process, being further enriched by the team and the
participating stations.
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Komal Sharma
I have been mentoring Radio Mewat for close to 3 years, but this was a totally different experience.
The content was already made available by ECI, however its presentation and development of a
script that could not only engage with the audience but also build their faith in the institutions of the
country was also a challenge.
The cynicism in the youth was evident in some of the scripts that came in at the beginning. However,
very gently one had to negotiate through this and restore their faith in the system. Often the
discussions were on ‘but aise he hota hai’ how can we not talk about it, (in terms of corruption and
unethical practices adopted by party workers). The fact that community radios are a medium for mass
communication, they have the responsibility of disseminating positive messages and are mandated to
follow the Code of Ethics of All India Radio.
A lot of confusion came in from the level of BLOs and other designated election officers, who had
not updated their information. For eg: how many candidates can be reflected in one EVM machine,
how many EVM machines can be looped, what are the duties of polling officers, EPIC card and its
downloadable property, even year of first election, first use of EVM and VVPAT was misquoted. In
some places the message that was conveyed was “No EPIC Card : No Voting” in spite of the voter’s
name being there in electoral roll. Similarly some officials also wrongly informed that one could vote if
you had an EPIC but name was absent from the voters list .
The challenges were in the form of contesting information shared by local experts, and convince
stations that the experts had not been updated. Also the fact that an ASHA worker, a veterinary
doctor or a school teacher were nominated as BLOs caused a bit of a problem as one presumed that
they would be more aware than the rest of the community. We worked hard to get these scripts
corrected, but sometimes our suggestions could have been overlooked.
Another issue was the choice of the signature tune, which was suggested during the workshop by
ECI team members. This was too long and took away almost 3:24 minutes of the episode. As a norm
some stations also used a shorter version in their closing. As we had shared many creatives, stations
felt that they should use all in every episode and designed their content accordingly. Some stations
that had participated in the workshops and were actively engaged till the end, did not submit their
episodes for uploading and sharing. Thus we invested a lot of time, but unfortunately it did not show
up in the final count.
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Rukmini D Vemraju
I mentored about 30 community stations to produce content for SVEEP in three phases, focusing on
content developed in Marathi, Telugu and Bengali, and a few in Hindi and Tamil as well. A noteworthy
point was the ability of CRS to respond at short notice to produce content. The process of mentoring
involved drafting outlines of scripts with stations, whetting the scripts, listening to the recorded
programmes, responding with suggestions/corrections, following up on incorporation of corrections,
rejecting poorly made programmes and clearing broadcast. On account of the paucity of time, the
mentors have responded to scripts and programme in a turnaround time of less than 24 hours, just as
stations acted with speed. This process continued till the last phase of elections-May 19, 2019.
During the workshops, valuable inputs by way of recorded messages, references and face-to-face
interaction with ECI officials were provided. CRS had to simply weave these into stories with local flavor.
While the experienced CRS were expected to produce good content, what came as a pleasant surprise
was the enthusiasm and freshness with which some of the newer CRS responded. However, one has to
acknowledge that there is a vast difference in the abilities of CRS to produce interesting programmes.
Since much of the recorded content was in Hindi, in many of the language programmes, inserting the
Hindi jingles did not sit well. Most CRS have an ability to produce their own jingles, songs and slogansbut perhaps were unable to do so because of paucity of time.
The access of CRS was evident in how they were able to use this opportunity to engage with local
administration, interview them and also to bring them to the studios, creating visibility and credibility
for themselves. In some cases, for the first time, the CRS was noticed and acknowledged as a good and
effective partner by local administration for providing last mile connectivity. All round, it was a very
enriching experience.
Having said that, learnings for future for me were that in order to ensure more effective programmes,
the workshop could be of three days’ duration where one and a half day could be utilized by ECI for
content sharing and the remaining time be used by SMART and CR experts to focus on form, formats
and packaging to deliver content . CRS of same language/region should be grouped together and asked
to collaboratively produce jingles and songs in their local languages and share content. This will help in
increasing the variety and duration for which they broadcast the theme, beyond the programmes that
they were funded to produce.
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Sample Scripts
Episode 2
This program is brought to you by SMART with support from the Election Commission of India
Village sounds, cycle ring, putting cycle on stand and then knock at the door
Postman: Is anyone at home? (knocks again) Babuji…
Father: coming coming… who is it
Postman: Post man
Sounds of door opening
Father: Post man… who is writing letters to me now…
Door opens:
Postman: Here it seems like an elections card- please sign here
Father: Oh voter card… yes yes… Mohan was waiting for it
Postman: Beta Mohan is now so old that he can go and vote… Oh my God how time flies… been seeing him since he was a little boy
Father: Indeed time waits for no one… it flies. Yes Mohan is now old enough to vote… will you have some water
Postman: No no... I am fine
Father: have some fresh lemon water…it is so hot
Postman: Ok since you insist I will have some fresh lemon water
Father: let me get it for you… the lemon are from our own kitchen garden
Sounds of a chair being dragged: I have to go, so many new voter cards to be delivered, seems like the whole village has come of age.
Father: Mohan… see your voter card is here… I dont know where he has disappeared
Father: Hear have this… it so fresh
Postman: Thank you…How old is Mohan now?
Father: Oh Mohan is a big boy, he turned 18 years of age in December 2018 … The first thing he wanted to do is to get his voter card… he is so
excited about casting his vote this year. He motivated so many of his friends to also register … in fact I called the BLO here and got them all to fill
up their forms.
Postman: You did the right thing. These children should know their responsibilities too. After all it is the duty of every person who is eligible to
register as a voter and cast his or her vote.
Father: He is now going to take admission in college and is after my life to get his driving license made too. He wants a motorcycle to go to
college… I acted immediately on his desire to get registered as a voter but for the license I am resisting.
Postman: Arre Arre don’t get him a motorcycle… you see how these kids drive… they go on the high way in full speed. I am happy with my cycle…
no hurry no worry. Okay Babuji, Thank you so much, the lemonade was very good. It has energised me. I must go now.
(sounds of the cycle ring and market sounds.. glasses being picked up and father mumbling)
Father: I don’t know where he has disappeared
(Sound of the door opening)
Father: Mohan? Where had you gone away… I have been calling you, here … your voter card is already here.
Mohan: Show show… oh how exciting, My EPIC ! Elector Photo Identity Card… This is so pretty, just like a driving licence card. or may be a little
better.
Father: Show… yes this is really pretty solid. The one that your mother and I have is black and white and we had to get it laminated…to keep it safe.
Yours is coloured. Now you can choose your own candidate so start finding out who should be your chosen candidate.
Mohan: Papa, can I ask you a question?
Father: Go ahead and ask- ask for anything but the motorcycle
Mohan: No No, I was not going to ask for the motorcycle. But promise you won’t judge me or call me stupid
Father: If you ask a stupid question, I will think you are stupid…
Mohan: Actually it is not even a question. You know that feeling when my admit card came in for the class 12 Exam,… I was so nervous… It was like
oh God…what will I do now…
Father: yes I remember and then I scolded you and said all you have to do is study. And that is what calmed you down
Mohan: this voter card is making me equally nervous and anxious.
Father: Now how should I calm you down…okay so there is nothing to be nervous or anxious about. This is the identity card of every voter. This
also serves as an identity card. Your sister always keeps it in her bag and as her identity proof. Especially in cities, you need a proof of identity to
enter big offices etc . It has your address, your age, your father’s name, and a number- which is your EPIC number.But more than that –this is your
entry to the adult world of voting
Mohan: Yeah, I guess so. But this is also a statement that I live in one of the worlds largest democracy- it is a kind of proof of our democratic form
of government too.
Father: well said… It is only in the democratic form of government that every eligible citizen has a right to vote- irrespective of his or her economic
status,profession or religion. So the vote of the post man who delivered your card has the same value as the village sarpanch or that of the
principal of your college. This is what democracy is all about
Mohan: You know dad, Raju was telling me that the election commission had done some survey … I forget where … I think Mumbai, and there
when people were asked why they don’t vote some people said because we have to stand in the same line as our servants and also vote at the
same polling booth… can you imagine

Father: that is the tragedy but its true… I also read that some people don’t go to vote because phones are not allowed… as if they were born with
phones in their pockets… (both laugh)
Mohan: Papa I have not asked my question yet… but promise you won’t laugh
Father: I promise I won’t laugh… ask
Mohan: I don’t know what I am supposed to do once I go to the polling booth… I am kind of scared with this whole process, what if something
goes wrong…
Father: There is nothing to worry about. And let me tell you it is not a stupid question. You are a first time voter- whereas many people who
have voted earlier also get nervous. I remember in 2014 your aunt would not go to vote because she felt that the EVM was some kind of deadly
machine which would gobble up her finger…or she would get an electric shock…
Mohan: Really? So please answer my question
Father: First of all, just getting this card is not good enough. It is the first step to your getting ready for the big day… what are they saying in
the advertisements… yes …the biggest festival of democracy. Now what you need to do is that you need to check if your name is there in the
electoral toll too. That is what is most important.
Mohan: But how will I do that? Should I ask Raju? He seems to know a lot about elections
Father: you asked me the question and now you want to run to Raju for the answer…
Mohan: Oh no that’s not what I meant… okay I am all ears..
Raju: Is any one home?
Father: talk of the devil and the devil appears…
Mohan: Raju I was just talking about you…
Raju: What is being discussed… both of you look rather involved… oh so your voter card is here…
Mohan: Yes My Elector Photo Identity Card… I was just asking dad a few questions… you know this is my first time
Raju: check if your name is showing up in the electoral list
Mohan: yes exactly that is what I wanted to know… how
Raju: You have internet on your phone… just go to www.nvsp.inand then find the icon that takes you to the electoral list… yeah there it is and
now type your EPIC number, which is printed above your photo, fill in your area, address,and other simple details and press search…
Mohan: Done..oh wow… hear I am … it is also telling me my polling booth details… this is magic
Raju: in case you didn’t have your voter card handy you can check if you are there in the list, you can do it by typing in your name. Check on your
phone you have that option too
Father: Oh this is great- I would have told him to call up 1950, the toll free number and check, your generation is so comfortable with
technology – all day you do whatsapp… look how fast his fingers are moving… (laughter)
Raju: By the way this number 1950 is a toll free number for facilitating voters, it is a voter helpline, and you also have a voter service app, which
you can download and get all the information. There is another possibility too, you can send an sms to 1950, type ECI press space type your epic
number press space and send it, within a few seconds you will get all the details on your phone
Mohan: This is really fascinating, you really have a lot of information – see papa I was telling you that Raju has all the answers, he is doing a
research on Indian elections…But tell me one thing, I have my voter card- then why do I need to check my name in the list?
Raju: You are right in a way, but we have around 900 million registered voters. These voters are mobile- and many are constantly moving and
getting changes made in their address, category of voters, deleting names and adding new names. There can be a human error. No harm in being
doubly sure. Just like you check you admit card every day when you have an exam, check your name in the voter list before elections so that if
there is any discrepancy or error, you can get it sorted out.
Mohan: that makes sense… okay so now that I am a registered voter what do I have to do?
Father: So closer to the day of the election the booth level officer will come , verify you as a voter and give you a slip – which will have the same
serial number as the one that showed up on your phone, it will have your name, polling booth address, room number where you will cast your
vote , and date of poll. This slip will facilitate you in the voting process, but incase the BLO does not visit or give you the slip… there will be
polling agents or the election officers desk outside the booth who can also give you this slip.
Raju: So you carry your EPIC, in case someone does not have his or her Epic, but has verified their name in the list, they can carry any one of
the other approved identity proofs like: driving license, pan card, passport, aadhar card, pass book with photo, MNREGA card, Health insurance
smart card, older people can carry their pension document that has a photo.
Mohan: I don’t have any of those… I will carry my EPIC, then what happens there
Father: It is all very simple, So when you go to vote, you stand in the line outside your designated room, when you go in the first officer will verify
your name in his list and check your Identity card, and give you a slip, the second officer will fill in the details in a register, make you sign it and
put indelible ink on the forefinger of your left hand, the third officer will take that slip of paper, check your finger and prepare the control unit for
you to vote. Then you go into an enclosure and you will see the green light on the EVM- an indication that it is ready and waiting for you to vote
Mohan: Why is the EVM in an enclosure
Father: Because your vote is secret. Only you should know who you have voted for. This information need not be shared with anyone.
Raju: Uff Mohan you ask so many questions … okay …once you are in that enclosure you will see that the EVM has the names and election
symbols of all the candidates who are standing for elections in that constituency. You will press a blue button right in front of the candidate you
decide to vote for…the light in front of the button will turn red and there will be a beep sound, next to that will be a VVPAT machine, which will
print a slip which will have the name and symbol of the candidate you have voted for. You will be able to see this slip for only seven seconds.
And then that slip will fall into the machine itself. The entire process does not take more than 12 seconds
Mohan: That’s it
Raju: Yes that is it.
Mohan: I have one more question
Raju: only if it is your last question
Mohan: that I can’t promise, but tell me if there was an error in my EPIC, say my name was misspelt or my date of birth would be wrong then
what would I have done?
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Raju: Then you would have followed the same procedure that you did to check you name in the electoral list. You would go to the nvsp.in
website, go the icon which says corrections in EPIC, and filled up form 8, or called 1950 and got instructions from there or could go to the BLO
and collect form 8 fill in up and submit it to the electoral officer. But online is the best way to do it.
Mohan: oh… so has the Election Commission made a form for everything related to elections?s
Raju: Yes there are many forms for different services rendered… the election commission of India has done a lot of work to facilitate voters. For
general voters like you and me, there are 4 forms that are useful and you should know about them
Father: This is an information that I would also like to have
Raju: Sure uncle. I will share the information on all these forms. First form is form 6 which is for general voters to register as a voter. Now you
know that to register as a voter the person should have turned 18 years of age before the 1st of Jan of that year- like Mohan – who turned 18 in
December 2018, so he became an eligible voter in 2019, secondly the person should have an age proof and an address proof.
Mohan: I know about this- which is the other form.
Raju: Arre a bit of patience please… the second form is form 8, which I just told you about, this is for corrections in your EPIC, the 3rd form is
form 8A this is used for change of address in the same constituency- for example you leave this lane and start living in the next lane or start
living in the lane in which Khan saab lives… then you must change the address in the card too.
Mohan: But if the constituency is the same then why bother to change your address in this card?
Raju: because this is also an ID proof for you, it has your name and address. That is why all information should be correct . Also when the BLO
comes to verify or give you the slip, and does not find you at the listed address, she or he can say that voter is no longer valid. And your name
could be deleted from the electoral list.
Father: this could also be one of the reasons for people complaining that they went to vote but their name was not there or they were not
allowed to vote. If you do not follow the rules, or do not behave like responsible voters then you have no business to complain
Mohan: Oh I get it now...to avoid hassles later it is better to make use of these facilities. And which is the 4th form?
Raju; Ah..yes, and the 4th form is Form 7- but would be great to get a cup of tea before I tell you about that form
Mohan: Oh, yes, I will just make tea for us and bring
Jingle /Sound effects of tea being prepared
Mohan: so hear comes your cup of hot and strong tea and the best biscuits
Raju : this is really great tea, now you can ask two more questions ( laughter)
Raju: so the 4th form is form 7. If you want to delete someone’s name from the voter list, this is the form that you should fill.
Mohan : but why would you want to delete a name
Raju: This is in case of a person’s death, or if someone leaves their city and decides to move elsewhere or goes abroad for a long term
assignment, or migrates to another country then this form needs to be filled up and submitted. This is also available online.
Mohan: I wonder how many people actually fill these forms
Father: I am sure many do. If you want to be a responsible voter you must be an aware voter. In a democracy, each one of us has a role to play
their role and become an equal stakeholder.
Mohan: Papa had you got grandma’s name removed from the voter list after her death?
Father: Yes of course. But I asked the BLO for the form and filled it up and submitted it physically. But if all this can be done online, then nothing
like it. At least the youth can also be mobilised- as they want everything on their phone.
Raju: I think that is one of the reasons that the Election Commission has come up with so many apps and online initiatives. Oh dear- its already
so late… I had to meet someone… I must rush
Mohan: Thank you so much for all this information… I feel like an enlightened voter.
Father: Raju I must thank you too, I learnt a lot… beta why don’t you come tomorrow and teach me how to download these apps… may be I can
also help my students with this information…
Raju: Any time uncle… after all ‘no voter should be left behind…
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Sample Scripts
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����- ������� ���� �� ���� ���� �� ��� � ��� �� �
������ ����- �� ������� ��� ����� ����� �� ��� �� ����� ��� �� ��� �� ���� ��� ������ 
������- ���� ��� �� ��� �� �� ��� �� ��� ��� ���� ����, �� �� ���� ���� ��� �� ��� ��� ������� �� ��� �� ���
��� �� ���� � ������ 
������ ����- ����� ���� ���� ��� ����,��� �� ��� ����� ��� �� �� ��� �� �����
����- ������ ������ ������, ����� �� ������ ��. 
������- ������ ����� ���͍
����- ���� �� �� ���� �� ��� �� ��� �� ����� ��� ���� ��� �� ���� �� ���� ����� ���� ���� ��� ���� ����� ��� ���� ��
����� �������� ����� ��� ���� ��� ��� ���� �� ��� ���� �� � ���� �� ��� �� �����, ����, ���� ��� �� ����-���� �� ����� ��
��� ������ �� � ��� �� ���� �� ���� �� �� �� ���� �� �� ���� �� ��������� ��� �� ��� 
������- ���� ���� �� ���� ��� ���� ��� �� ����� ���� ����� �� �� ��� �� ��� ���� ���� �� ��� �� ��� ��� ���� ��
��� ���� �� ���� �� ͍ ����� �� ��� ���� �� ���� ���� �� ������ �� ���� ���� �� ͍����� ���� �� �� ���� ��� ������ � ���� ������
���� ��� �� ������ �� ��� �� , ����� ������� ���� ���� �� ���� ������
����- ������ ����� ���� ���� ������ ��� ���-����� ���� ���� �� ���� ��� ����� ���� �� �� ��� ���� �� ����� �� ����
����� ���� ������ �� ��� �� ���� �� �� ���� ���� �� ��� ���� ��� 
������ ����- ���� �� ��� ������ �� ��� ����� ���� ����� ����� �� ��� ���
����- (�� ��� ���) ��� ���� ����, �� ��� ���� �� ��� �� ���� ���� �� , �� ���� ����� �� �����
������- ���� ���� �� ���� ���� �� �� ��� �� ����� �� � ���� ��� ������
����- ������ ������, ��� ��� ���� �� ��� �� ���� ��͍��� ��� ��� ����� ������ �� �� �� �� ��� �����, ����� �����
�������� ��� �� ���� �� ��� ���� ����� ����� �� ��� ������ � �� ����� �� �� �� �� � ���� �� ������� ��������� �� ���� ���� ���
�� �� ���� ���� �� ����� ����� ����� �� � 
������- ��� ����, ��� ���� �� ��� ���� ���� �� ���� ��� ���� ��� (�� ����� ��������� �� )
����- ������ ������� ���, ��� ��� ���� �� ����� �� ��� ��� 
������- ���� ���� ��� ���� ��� ���, ��� ��� ����� ����� ��� �� ������ ���� ����� ������
(�����)

Song on Voter Awareness
yksdra ds egkioZ ck] oksV lc nsos tkbZc yksxA
vcdh ckj u dsgw NqVs ladYi nksgjkbZ yksxA
ekbZ] cfguh] HkS;k] dkdk lc bZ tkuh ckr gekj
ns’k ds gj ukxfjd ds oksV nsos ds ck leku vf/kdkj
ikap lky esa feysyk ekSdk] cwFk igq¡p lc tkbZ yksxA
vcdh ckj u dsgw NqVs ladYi nksgjkbZ yksxA
cwFk ij vkds ifgys bZ ckr t:jh tkuy ck
viuk laxs vkiu oksVj dkMZ fy;k os ds t:jh ck
ikap lky esa feysyk ekSdk] cwFk igq¡p lc tkbZ yksxA
vcdh ckj u dsgw NqVs ladYi nksgjkbZ yksxA
ub[ks oksVj dkMZ r gks[kh jmvk¡ er ijs’kku th
12 esa ls dksbZ dkMZ dj nsfg dke vklku th
ikap lky esa feysyk ekSdk] cwFk igq¡p lc tkbZ yksxA
vcdh ckj u dsgw NqVs ladYi nksgjkbZ yksxAa
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Positive Outcomes
The community radio stations participated in the three workshops
at a very short notice and while the issues and content provided
in these workshops were informative and motivating, there were
still many doubts that needed clarification and support. Mentoring
the participants through the content development - both for
factual accuracy and messaging - required continuous and intense
handholding to ensure that their programmes on voter awareness
created an impact on their listeners.
Due to shortage of time, several CR stations were not able to get
the interviews that they were seeking, while others managed to
meet officials of the Election Commission in their districts, right
from the Booth Level Officer upto the District Collector and
DEOs. In one case, several BLOs were interviewed in an episode,
which was very interesting. Information about all the polling
booths and the arrangements at the booth were also shared
(Radio Benziger). A station in Karnataka produced 5 programmes
in 5 different languages for the population that the CRS serves
(Radio Panchjanya). It demonstrated their capability to reach out
to marginalized communities and small populations that spoke and
understood only one dialect, which was different from the widely
spoken Kannada.
In hill stations, particularly in the state of Uttarakhand,
information on polling booths at every 2 km distance
helped in mobilising vehicles for those living beyond
the mandated distance. This was possible because of an
application submitted by Radio Henvalvani to the ECI
and a newspaper report. The involvement of the CRS in
the campaign created visibility for other stations too.
Letters were sent to the CEOs and DEOs to share
information with the CRS in their areas. This resulted in
the CR station staff being invited to press briefings and
receiving material related to elections. It also facilitated
interviews with election officers.

In many areas, like Chanderi, the voter percentage increased; in places like Azamgarh, women who
were not voting for several years were motivated by the CR to came out in large numbers. The new
voters were delighted to get their EPIC within 15 days of applying online and thanked the stations for
their support. All in all it was a win-win situation for both EC and the CRs that worked together with a
common mission – make every vote count and participate in the biggest festival of India, the festival of
democracy.
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Disappointments
1. In many villages, the booth level officers did not visit the home of the people, either to verify the name
in the voter list or to deliver the slip, as broadcast in the radio programmes
2. Voters were disappointed when facilities promoted by CRs were not found at the polling booths
3. Radio stations received several calls about lack of drinking water, absence of a creche, track for
wheelchairs, and separate lines for men and women
4. Some stations received calls about absence of handlers for people with disabilities
5. A few stations had to face angry voters on problems with EVMs
6. In a few rare cases, voter cards did not reach the newly registered voters in time
7. People with disabilities did not receive desired assistance despite registering through the PWD app
Community Radios disseminated information on the
facilities for people with disabilities. They inspired PWDs
to use the app and go and vote. People believed the radio
and decided to do so but came back disheartened. (Tweet
forwarded by Radio Snehi, Sivan, Bihar).
Quite a few community radio stations prepared dramas
to highlight the category of service voters. Unfortunately,
some personnel from the paramilitary forces posted
in cities did not have time to register themselves and
therefore were unable to vote.
Some posts on social media went viral and worked
towards tarnishing the image of one of the most
powerful pillars of the Indian democracy. Radio stations
were flooded with phone calls to check the authenticity,
but unfortunately they did not have the capacity or
capability to verify or refute the content. Their efforts
to reach out to authorities did not bore fruits as most
of the officers were on duty and not easily available. In
future maybe the ECI could think of a helpline or toll free
number to verify such content in realtime.
Documents uploaded online for forms 6/7/8/8A were
not accessible to BLOs, resulting in disappointment
among voters. (Alwar ki Awaaz)
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Way Forward
1. The role of community radios can be institutionalised and built into the media plan of ECI for all future
elections. Capacity building workshops can be undertaken for community broadcasters from time to time.
2. To engage community radios in a year-round voter awareness programme, with a mission to increase
voter registration and participation. Special campaigns can be planned before the electoral roll is
prepared.
3. For Assembly elections, stations may be involved for tapping into areas not accessible to the majority
mediums of mass communication.
4. CRS can play a pivotal role in conducting surveys of first-time/new voters in the area and generating
awareness among them for voter registration.
5. The local connect and credibility of CRS can be utilised by district election officials for targeting a
section or sub-section of the local population (such as PWD voters, women, conservative communities
and others) for the dissemination of information. In case of rumour mongering, election officials can also
use CRS as a tool for reassuring the voters and increasing transparency.
6. Experience has shown that there is a lack of correct information among booth-level officials regarding
new initiatives undertaken by ECI for voter-inclusion and ease of voting. CRS can bridge this lacuna by
organising special on-air and off-air programmes targeting these officials.
7. Media passes can be issued to CRS staff for live reporting from polling booths. This can help in
increasing the voter turnout.
8. The knowledge repository of jingles created by CRS in multiple languages during the course of 2019
Lok Sabha elections can act as an important resource for SVEEP and its partners.
9. The frequently asked questions (FAQs) available in English on the ECI website can be translated into
various languages by CRS at a minimal cost.
10. A coffee-table book can be produced to highlight the role of ECI and its valued partners in enabling
over 900 million voters to participate in the world’s largest democratic exercise.
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